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great shapes Auction 2012
UP FRONT

 Sunday night is the most eagerly awaited time at convention. This is the night that 
studio owners and suppliers get to bid on their favorite glass, pottery, or clay master-
pieces that their peers have painstakingly and lovingly created to help raise money for 
a very worthy cause. The auction night features a big raffle, a golden Ticket drawing, a 
silent auction, and a live auction. This year the funds went to the vera bradley Founda-
tion for breast cancer.
 before the big night, a number of volunteers helped to check in all the pieces and 
set them up for a viewing and “soft” bidding on the silent auction items. During this time, 
a committee of studio volunteers gathered to vote on which pieces would be bid on in the 
silent auction, which would go to live auction, and which would go into the raffle.
 Every year, the convention theme inspires many attendees to dress accordingly, 
and this time was no different. “camp ccSA” resulted in many a creative interpretation 
of  camp attire: scout uniforms, hiking gear, a gaggle of  science camp nerds, and more. 
it’s always fun to see everyone’s interpretation of  the theme.
 While enjoying a cocktail or two, attendees strolled around admiring the silent 
auction pieces and bidding on their favorites. After an hour or so, when the commit-
tee began shutting down tables one by one, the frenzy increased as bidders dashed 
around to get in their last bid, hoping to be the winner!
 guests enjoyed a delicious dinner as the evening progressed to the raffle and 
live auction segment of  the festivities. The raffle consists of  two parts. Purchase a 
$10 ticket and drop it into the drawing for one of  the specially chosen creations. or 
purchase ten of  those $10 tickets to have a better shot at a raffle prize and—even 
more importantly—a chance to win the coveted golden ticket prize (more about that 
in a moment). the unselected tickets from the raffle boxes become the pool from which 
is drawn the winner of  a Skutt kiln. This year’s kiln prize went to Linda gibb of  color Me 
Mine in Salt Lake city and Draper, utah. big thanks to Skutt for the kiln donation!
 one exceedingly lucky person each year wins the fabulous golden Ticket prize, 
this year worth more than $7,000! this year’s recipient was Kathy Stutzman, owner of  
Wild imagination Pottery Studio in Yuma, Arizona. kathy regards this as a life-changing 
experience: she was actually at the point where she was seriously considering having to 
close her studio because of  a big slow-down in business. now this win will allow her to 
continue in the career she loves. congratulations to kathy!
 
Tremendous Thanks To all The awesome suppliers who donaTed To 
The Golden TickeT prize:
c american Ceramic and glass Supply: $100 worth of  stilts and books
c Bisque Haus: $100 gift Certificate
c bisque imports: Free shipping for one year in the continental uS, 
  or 10% off  orders for one year for international members; value $2000
c CCSa: dVd glass/painting dVd set, a 1-year membership, and a convention ticket  
  for 2014, value $700
c Ceramic arts and Craft Supply: 1 free recorded webinar and 4 free live webinar  
  registrations, value $100
c Chesapeake Ceramics: $250 gift certificate, plus free shipping on the order 
  anywhere in the continental uS
c Coach2Wellness: one month of  health and wellness coaching; $190 value
c Crafters Workshop: Complete set of  stencils; $250 value
c dC graphix: $100 gift certificate
c decoart: Social artworking starter kit; value $450
c delphi glass: $100 gift certificate
c dichro magic: 4 assorted sample boxes; value $328
c gap engineering: $100 gift certificate and free shipping for that entire order
c gare:  $300 gift certificate
c i Love to Create: $500 gift certificate redeemable at any duncan distributor
c Jubilee Creative: $100 gift certificate good at www.jubileecreative.com
c mayco: $150 gift certificate for mayco glazes

c midwest Ceramic art Supply: 3 personalized bisque items of  your choice, plus a  
  surprise package of  “Cuties” kids party bisque items; value $150+ with  
  free freight
c pebeo: Vitrea 150 marker 9-pack, value $50; porcelain 150 markers 9-pack, 
  value $50; total value $100
c royal & Langnickel Brush: assorted brush pack, value $200
c Shimpo: 3 banding wheels: 22LC, value $42; 25LC, value $57; 30mC, value 
  $99.95; total value $198.95
c SocialVention: 1-hour strategy session with Cindy morrison and book; value: 
  priceless since it’s not currently available by the hour, but at least $200
c Spectrum glass: System 96 retail pack, value $225
c Successful Studio Consulting with elisa Waldman: “2013 profitability package,” 
  value $299
c Vera Bradley Foundation: 3-piece luggage set, value $206
c Faulkingham Merchant Services:  Point-of-Sale Terminal
 
 The evening’s emcee and auctioneer was the amazing Teddy Wright, along with 
her colleague Jon Dean. As usual, they were funny and entertaining, ramping up the 
suspense and the dollar amounts during the live auction bidding from all the big spend-
ers. Meanwhile, the DJ kept the music lively during the bidding wars.
 Some of the most coveted pieces of the night came from some of the ccSA suppli-
ers. mayco’s ceramic tree sold for $3000; the mosaic table from an artist commissioned 
by duncan went for $2000; gare’s puzzle mirror by maryann ohearn fetched $1500; 
and a glass aquarium sculpture by denise gibson at delphi brought $525. Studio owners 
also contributed amazing masterpieces. renee Lindquist created a huge hand-thrown 
ceramic bowl, hand-carved with a Vera Bradley purse design, which raised $1150. the 
cates sisters came through for the auction again, this time with an adorable cake stand 
featuring their signature look. at the bargain price of $650, it was so popular that they 
agreed to make two more of them to raise even more funds! kristen Simpson from Mine 
by design in abilene, texas, contributed a tabletop love-bird fountain that brought $600. 
The stunning italian vase by Aline karpoyan of colorobbia and owner of Artcentric studio 
in Benicia, California, went for $500. Becky maiefski of  Clay ’n Latte in San diego amused 
everyone with a platter that looked, at first glance, like a picture of hello kitty. closer 
viewing revealed that it was actually a painting of a pair of breasts with the tagline “hello 
titty,” which fetched $300. and Jane Quigley from Color me mine in Hamilton, new Jersey, 
offered a wall hanging of the “real Kiln goddess,” selling for $275.
 The staff  of  this particular hotel was among the best of  any convention, outdoing 
themselves with an incredible buffet dinner and excellent service. The entertainment 
continued with the great DJ and some very fun line-
dancing lessons. Many of  us got out on the floor to try our 
hand (or feet) at some kicker dancing!
 
Final numbers on The niGhT are as Follows:
 Live auction items:     $11,800
 Silent auction items:     $4366
 raffle tickets sales:     $7870
 table centerpieces:     $470
 Grand total:         $24,506
 
 Many of us were surprised at just how successful this 
2012 auction turned out to be. Considering the state of the 
economy, combined with the number of people unable to 
attend this year, this auction brought in a huge amount of  
money for the vera bradley Foundation. And that is why we do 
this. Food, festivities, a few drinks, and fabulous bidding were 
enjoyed by all! So what will you create for the next one? e

E
by Michelle booth, glazed over ceramics, houston, Texas

Everyone who attended convention in Austin last year already knows what a grand time was had by all. And for those of  you who didn’t 
make it, here’s a rundown of  what you missed, just to whet your appetite for our next annual gathering. it’s never too early to start 
planning your amazing projects for the next one. So mark off  your calendar for September 9–12 for orlando this year. proceeds this 
time will benefit a new and very worthy cause: St. Jude children’s research hospital.
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Ask 
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I
 but in business, comfort can be a bit of  a problem. 
obviously, all of  us in business know that there is always 
something that really, really needs to get done. Yet over 
time, i’ve found that even the most pressing issue can 
be shoved to a dark, dusty corner of my mind if  i put it 
off  long enough. here’s an example of how this can hurt 
you: i do a fair amount of networking. Some consists 
of me “dropping in” on an event, and some consists of  
scheduled, weekly attendance. in my weekly group, there 
is a very personable, pleasant insurance agent who 
exhibits none of the pushy tendencies that we sometimes 
associate with that industry. During the first six months of  
my membership in this group, he asked me politely five or 
six times if  he could quote my home and auto insurance.
 he said, “it’s as simple as me taking a quick look at your 
current policy. All you need to do is fax it to me. Either i can 
save you money, or i can’t. in either case, i won’t be pushy.”
 i politely told him yes each time, i would definitely 
fax it over to him, and then promptly sent the idea to 
that dark, dusty place in the back of  my head. i had 
been with my insurance company a long time, i figured i 
had a great deal, and besides, walking all the way up to 
my home office to dig my policy out of  the filing cabinet 
would be exhausting! it would also require me to pause 
homeland and set my bowl of  popcorn aside. And that 
would make me uncomfortable for a few minutes.
 but the problem with seeing Mr. insurance Salesman 
each week was that the excuses for not providing my 
paperwork began to appear weak. The “Jeez, sorry buddy, 
i’ve been real, real busy!” line can only be repeated so 
many times before it is translated as, “ummm, yeah, i 
really don’t feel like doing it. could you just buzz off?”
 Eventually though, one evening after cleaning the 
countertops, finishing my popcorn, and my episode of  
homeland, i grabbed my policy and sent it to him. The 
next day, i got an email from him. not only would he save 
me a combined $600 per year on my home and auto poli-
cies, but he found holes in my coverage that would have 
left me very uncomfortable in the case of a major loss.
 My point here is that i am in a business in which many 
of the people i speak with about their credit card process-
ing are comfortable, not because they are getting a good 
deal, and not because they get great customer service, but 
because their processing “works,” and why mess with what 
works? it’s perfectly understandable, and it’s human nature. 
They are comfortable because they have been with their 
current company for years, or the thought of digging their 

statements out of their filing cabinets is exhausting, or, most 
commonly, “The devil i know may be better than the one 
i don’t know.” This is perfectly understandable. The world 
of credit card processing is confusing, complicated, and, 
let’s face it, does not have a great reputation. And after all, 
who wants to pay to receive money from customers? That 
seems essentially unfair. And on top of everything else, 
credit card processors seem to have designed their state-
ments in such a way that even the most brilliant ciA agent 
could make neither heads nor tails of what is actually being 
charged. Perhaps most annoying is the “noncancellable 
contract.” Let me get this straight: i’m going to sign up to 
do business with you, and if you are terrible and dishonest, 
i have to pay to stop doing business with you?” hmmm, 
seems pretty uncomfortable to me. And so, for many of the 
folks i speak with, the answer is, “You know what, i don’t 
love the company i’m with, but my processing works, i don’t 
really understand what i’m paying, but i’m still in business, 
so i’m going to sit tight for a while.” it’s a perfectly reason-
able response. it’s uncomfortable to think about changing.
 January is a time of  renewal for many business 
owners. it is a time to set new goals, to look forward to 
a new year improved by the lessons of  the past year. 
As a business person, i have decided that January will 
be the month of  my “discomfort.” During January, i will 
put down the bowl of  popcorn (literally and figuratively), 
shut off  the Tv, and take a good hard look at how being 
comfortable the other eleven months of  the year has 
cost me money. i will talk to my phone company, my 
internet company, and my insurance companies. i will 
see where i can save money. i will negotiate rates. i will 
review what i am paying for, and i will find out what i am 
not getting that i should be getting. i will set myself  up 
for a lean, mean year of  good business. 
 And if  you’re ready to do the same, put me at the 
top of  your list. As your partner in ccSA, i will offer you 
a no-pressure—that is, a comfortable—environment 
in which to find out how much money you could save on 
your credit card processing, and how much better your 
service could be. You are welcome to sit down on the 
couch with me and watch homeland. but i want to warn 
you now: You’ll want to bring your own popcorn. There 
are some things i’m just not comfortable with. e
 have a question about credit card processing, a good 
popcorn recipe, or how to deal with your obsession with the show 
homeland? call Mike Faulkingham at Faulkingham Merchant Services 
anytime at 207-699-5958, or reach him at mike@acceptcards.biz.

the Cost of 
Being Comfortable
by Michael Faulkingham, Faulkingham Merchant Services, South Portland, Maine

i like being comfortable. i think we all do. i don’t know what the official definition of  com-
fort is, but to me it typically means a lack of  having something that i’m really, really sup-
posed to be doing. i guess there are different kinds of  comfort; one is physical—in which 
i am nestled onto my couch with a big bowl of  popcorn and the new episode of  homeland 
about to begin. The other kind of  comfort is knowing that my wife has cleaned up the 
countertops and i won’t have to do it before i go to bed, which makes my tV show—and 
my popcorn—much more enjoyable.

dear kiln Goddess, 
 i hear talk from other studio owners 
about hold times and firing to different 
cones to get a better finish. what am i sup-
posed to do? 
 signed, 
 holding on

Dear holding,
 Make your glaze the prettiest it can be! it’s 
what we all deserve, after all.
 As for how to do that specifically: you’ll have 
to figure out that on your own. After all, every kiln 
is a bit different. i have three, and with one we use 
a 5-minute hold, one a 10, and the other needs a 
15-minute hold.
 First, find out what the best recommendations 
are for your particular clear glaze. Each glaze com-
pany has technical support and they are the ones 
who can give you the very best advice on this. Don’t 
be afraid to pick up the phone and call them—or at 
least send a quick email asking for advice. 
 Second, look at what’s coming out of  the kiln. 
is it pretty? Shiny? Do you like what you see? if  it 
is, then you are just fine—don’t worry about what 
other stores are doing. if  you want to experiment, 
add a 5-minute hold. is that better? or do you need 
to add another five minutes to your kiln firing time? 
This will be yours to experiment with.

dear kiln Goddess, 
 wow, we survived christmas and now 
i’m standing around an empty studio. it’s 
so hard to get motivated. what should i be 
working on now?
 signed, 
 pinterest and Facebook addict

Dear Turn off  That computer! 
 What should you be working on? next year’s 
christmas schedule. Do it now, while it’s still fresh in 
your mind.
 i know, i know. We spend two months going 
90 to nothing, and then kids go back to school and 
it feels so very, very slow. So why would you work 
on christmas in January? because next year we are 
going to have the fewest days between Thanksgiving 
and christmas, and frankly i’m already scared.
 So print out next year’s calendar and start 
plotting your days. Schedule special events (remem-
ber, one major and two minor events per month). 
Schedule days off  to do things with your family. Yes, 
do this right now. Plan when you can bake cookies 
and go caroling and other holiday-family-type things. 
it will save your sanity. e

 As for the advice here, take it or leave it, but 
don’t blame the ccSA as we don’t take responsibil-
ity for the answers! Please send your kiln goddess 
questions to kilngoddess@ccsaonline.com and we 
will forward them to the kiln goddess!

BUsiNess seNse





I
color
 as many of you are well aware, pantone—the global authority on color—chose 
emerald as the Color of the year for 2013. Leatrice eiseman, executive director of the 
Pantone color institute®, describes it as “lively, radiant, and lush . . . a color of elegance 
and beauty that enhances our sense of well-being, balance and harmony.” This jewel-tone 
green is a perfect reflection of nature and is included in a palette of dynamic brights 
mixed with calm neutrals that work together for practicality and versatility. it was chosen 
to address consumers’ desire for self-expression, balance, and the need to reenergize.
 greens and blues, the colors of  water, sky, and foliage in bold and neutral tones, 
will be important in the coming year. People are still smarting from the struggling 
economy as they gravitate toward colors that are practical and provide stability. blue 
is an especially safe color, with studies showing that 40 percent of  people worldwide 
choose blue as their favorite color. For mass appeal, blue is a safe bet.
 All that glitters is gold, and this metallic color conveys a renewed sense of  luxury 
and opulence. Perhaps this is a nod to the rising gold prices, making reference to the 
desire to invest in gold as a means of  financial security. gold embellishments and ac-
cessories are a part of  several trends for 2013. designers have recently been inspired 
by the baroque and renaissance periods, both of  which represent a positive cultural 
movement, away from the bleak Middle Ages toward a brighter, more affluent future. 
gold equals affluence and security.
 White has been a fashionable color choice for several seasons over the past 
couple of  years, and not just for spring. it has become a seasonless color choice that 
conveys purity, simplicity, and spirituality. Lifestyle magazine Sweet Paul featured a 
photo shoot of  a rather nontraditional all-white halloween, while home retailers like 
West Elm and Pottery barn celebrated the holidays with a focus on white. White can 
stand alone or look fabulous with a bright pop of  color. White with black remains a clas-
sic. Think polka dots, stripes, or chevrons.
 color is a language that motivates, inspires, captivates, and expresses emotion. 
it communicates information and sets the mood for how design is viewed. color is not 
only for embellishment or decoration; when used 
smartly it adds value. When creating display vi-
gnettes or promotional fliers for your studio, choose 
colors that will convey the mood of  the project or 
pieces you are promoting.

creaTiviTy and inspiraTion
 A recurring theme in all markets is the use 
of  artist expression to captivate and inspire the 
consumer. inspiration comes from the fabrics, 
colors, and textures that are found in and around an 
art studio. From cosmetics and fashion to packaging 
and advertising, you’ll find elements of  art in the 
form of  dripping paint, color blocking, dip dyeing, 
handwritten messages or words, graffiti spray, 
chalky pigments, painterly brushstrokes, watercolor 
finishes, illustrations, abstract portraiture; the list 
goes on.
 Special Events:  Self-expression and per-
sonalization are key themes at summer events 
like coachella, comic-con, and other youth-centric 
events. You’ll see body and face paint, strands of  
hair chalked with colorful pastels or dyes, temporary 
tattoos, and hand-painted clothing. There are often 
booths featuring DiY crafts that include a wearable 

or body adornment project that an attendee can make and take to commemorate the 
event. Fans prepare for these events all year long, and retail venues like Free People 
are cashing in on this growing trend by providing festival “must-haves” like face and 
body paint, headbands, painted shorts, and hair chalking kits.
 Art:  Andy Warhol has been a favorite of  brand retailers as of  late. Makeup brand 
narS recently embodied the late work of  the pop artist for its Holiday 2012 collection. 
Campbell’s Soup celebrated their 50th anniversary with a limited edition set of  tomato 
soup cans inspired by mr. Warhol. they were sold in target stores for 75 cents each.
 Celebrities:  at the 2012 american music awards, musicians pink, Ke$ha, and 
christina Aguilera were all adorned with body paint, as were their backup dancers. Last 
summer, supermodel gisele bundchen was photographed for vogue brazil wearing 
painted and dyed denim as she posed with pop art painted walls behind her. her props 
were a can of  spray paint, paint rollers loaded with paint, and open paint cans spilling 
with color. urban outfitters’ late summer catalog featured their fall fashions set against 
a floor-to-ceiling backdrop of  bold strokes of  color for a contemporary art effect.
 Social Media:  Social media sites like Pinterest and Facebook have created a sense 
of community and sharing without compromising the power of the individual. Pinterest 
allows users to pin their musings as they follow the interests and hobbies of others. it has 
been cited as a top source for inspiration by crafters and artisans, with an average time 
of over an hour spent there per visit.
 Fashion:  This is always a source of  inspiration and creativity, even for brands and 
products that have nothing to do with fashion. For example, Diet coke recently released 
limited edition soda bottles designed by fashion designers Jean Paul gaultier and karl 
Lagerfeld to commemorate fashion week and to appeal to a younger, hipper, fashion-
focused consumer.

how can your sTudio use These Trends?
 c Take advantage of all the positive press the color of the Year is receiving. Paint 
some sample pieces in Emerald or with Emerald accents to inspire your customers. Show 

your guests you are informed by creating a “color of  
the Year” display or poster. how inspiring!
        c Does your studio have a presence on 
Pinterest? Are you encouraging your customers to 
“follow” you? create boards of  trend inspiration 
and finished pieces and let your customers know 
about it.
        c create some studio buzz with an “inspiration 
of the Week” (or month) event. Clip out a picture or 
painting, or bring in an interesting item to inspire 
your guests. Provide an inexpensive or free piece of  
bisque to those willing to participate, and see what 
happens. Post all entries to your Pinterest site and 
offer an incentive to the participants. have fun!
        c black and white will always complement 
color and make it pop. A black-and-white chevron-
striped tablecloth or backdrop certainly calls atten-
tion to items placed in front of  it.
        c create finished samples that have artistic 
appeal that are simple for your customers to recreate:
       c paint bold brushstrokes of  2 to 3 colors on 
a white piece of  bisque
        c paint or dip a piece of  painted (white or 
another contrasting color) bisque to look like it’s 
ombré or dip-dyed. e
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Color and Creativity
by Jennifer blevins, 
consumer Trends Specialists, i Love to create

it’s a new year and people are ready to move forward, stepping into an optimistic future where creativity, color, self-expression, and 
personalization abound. The ongoing economic struggles of  recent years repressed much of  the creativity, pattern, and color we are 
currently seeing featured across runways, in the beauty market, and from retailers. it’s time to embrace this explosion of  bold hues and 
mixed prints as they convey optimism, well-being, and a new sense of  certainty.

TReNd FlAsh



www.skutt.com/kilnlink
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in the path of Hurricane sandy
ON The ROAd

how much warninG did you have abouT The severiTy oF The sTorm?
 We had left Long beach last year for Tropical Storm irene. We went upstate to 
new Paltz, new York, to stay with family, but because of  the track of  that storm we 
were unable to return back to Long beach for several days, due to all the flooding 
in upstate new York. When looking at the track of  hurricane 
Sandy, we didn’t really know where to go. it looked like the 
same storm path. We had a mandatory evacuation, but most of  
Long beach stayed due to what had happened the year before 
with irene. the town and local stores ran out of  sandbags—
not that it really helped anyone—so we weren’t able to do 
that, but we tied down furniture and locked up outdoor items in 
our shed. also, october 28, the day before the storm, was the 
birthday of  my husband, Tim, my business partner and the love 
of  my life. We stocked up on water, batteries, and food, and then we made plans to go 
out and celebrate.

did you have Time To prepare?
 Looking back on all this, the only way we could have prepared effectively was to 
evacuate. We have lived here for over 20 years and the only time we did evacuate, we 
were caught upstate in flood waters. We have never experienced this much damage 
before, even during the Halloween nor’easter of  1991, aka the perfect storm.

how and where did you weaTher The sTorm?
 our original thought was to stay at home and ride it out. When the 8 am high 
tide hit our front step, we knew we had to come up with plan b, since the storm was 
supposed to hit Long beach that evening. We packed up necessities, put the kids and 
dog in the cars, and headed to what we thought was high ground in Long beach, the 
house of  some friends who were never flooded in any previous storm. At about 8 pm 
the tide was high, and entered our friends’ home. my 11-year-old daughter, elizabeth, 
was the first to notice, blaming the dog for peeing on the carpet. Then we noticed that 
the whole carpet was drenched and there was at least an inch of  water on the floor. 
We lost power an hour later. Transformers were exploding all over town; it was rather 
frightening. car batteries were mixing with the salt water, shorting out, and igniting. My 
husband thought the house behind us was on fire so we called the fire department. 
it turned out to be a car fire reflecting in the house windows, but there was very little 
anyone could do because there was no water pressure. Three blocks away another car 
fire ignited a house and burned seven houses to the ground. We were very lucky—four 
adults, two kids, three dogs, and six cats rode out the storm in my friends’ two upstairs 
rooms. We didn’t sleep much, but we were alive.

can you describe whaT happened To your home?
 We lost the first floor of  our home and our two cars. our home had taken on 5 
feet of  sea water, sludge, and oil from a neighbor’s tank that fell during the storm. We 
couldn’t open the front door (we didn’t know an ottoman had floated and blocked the 
entrance way). When we got through the back door, it looked like an angry ghost had 
picked everything up and threw it down. Toys, clothes, papers, photographs were all 
over the place. We lost everything on the first floor. it’s a lot, but it’s only stuff. We all 
say that now: “it’s only stuff.” i think it helps keep us removed from the sentimental 
value of  all the objects we really did lose.

whaT happened To your business?
 After seeing our home, Tim and i drove into town to check on the store. cars 
were everywhere, on the sidewalks, in the middle of  the street, no electricity, no traffic 

lights, and smoke smoldering from burnt-out shells of  automobiles. We didn’t know 
what to expect when we opened the door to our business. We were much luckier there. 
only an inch or so of  water had penetrated our door, and had left behind small puddles 
and mud. it wasn’t an easy clean-up but was reasonable. We had wisely taken all our 

stock off  our bottom shelves, so no pottery was harmed. As 
business owners we have learned that very few of  us were 
properly insured for a disaster of  this magnitude. We had no 
service interruption policy, and have heard that those who 
did were still not covered. natural disasters change the whole 
nature and fine print of  your policies. The city of  Long beach 
was out of  power for almost three weeks, people were scroung-
ing for food, water, heat—the last thing we thought was about 
opening the business. it was too overwhelming.

how are you doinG now?
 Emotionally we are doing much better. The Sandy shock has worn down, and we 
are trying to move forward personally and with our business. We have found ways to 
help our community. The new Paltz community sent us down with several carloads of  
donations to our community. gare, our main ceramic supplier, reached out to us, and 
had a huge drive that sent much-needed food and supplies to our community. chesa-
peake ceramics made a beautiful donation with a publishing company to our schools. 
The Long beach Surfing Association, an organization near and dear to my family 

B
by Emily rhodes, The Polka Dot Pot, Winchester, virginia

back in october, many of  us watched in shock at the devastation that Superstorm Sandy was hurling at new York and new Jersey. We 
were praying for all those in its path. one of  our own was directly in Sandy’s wake, and the studio is still recovering from the damage. 
Michelle and Tim kelly own Earths Arts of  Long beach on Long island, new York. They survived the storm and have an incredible story 
to share about riding it out, and the slow return to normal that has been taking place since then. An overwhelming amount of  work still 
remains to be done all around them, but we can learn from their experience, feel a sense of  pride about the way the community has 
come together, and even get involved ourselves by donating to one of  the organizations helping with the recovery.

PeOPle Needed 
cReATive disTRAcTiONs, 

ANd we keeP heARiNG 
iT eveRy dAy iN 

vARiOUs ThANk-yOUs!

“We have never experienced 
this much damage before, 
even during the halloween 
nor’easter of 1991, aka the 
perfect storm.”
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pre-Sandy, reached out to us with several of  their ideas and we just jumped on board. 
With the surfing association, we did a gift card drive called Shop Lb for the holidays to 
help local businesses as well as struggling residents. our children’s elementary school 
still has a long way to go before it reopens and we are selling sweatshirts through our 
business and website to people near and far to help fundraise for the school. And our 
newest adventure with the surfing association is Pay it Forward. We are trying to help 
local businesses stay open, and fundraise in different ways for that. A lot of  businesses 
closed and never reopened; some tried to reopen but insurance issues forced them to 
close. We are figuring out what they need to stay open and finding ways to help them, 
whether it is monetary, legal, or volunteers. being a part of  these fundraisers and giv-
ing back to the community keeps us going mentally, physically, and spiritually.

how is your home now?
 i almost don’t want to talk about it. it’s January 14 and we just got our final adjuster 
report. it’s not even half  the amount that several contractors have quoted us to rebuild. 
So we feel forced to get a public adjuster to help us fight for more money. i know it will be 
rebuilt soon enough, and a lot will come out of pocket, but we still aren’t home. i wish our 
story was unique, but most of my neighbors are not living in their homes.

now ThaT you have reopened, whaT are you hearinG From cusTomers?
 At first, we weren’t planning to reopen. no matter how i tried to rationalize open-
ing, it made no sense to either of  us to open a paint-your-own pottery store now. i was 
sad. We just had our best summer yet, going on our third year, and were about to start 
a sold-out four-week glass class series on november 1. nothing made sense. if  we 
couldn’t use our store for profit, we were going to use it to help our community. We of-
fered our store as the central location for the gift card drive, and people kept coming in 
to buy gift certificates for our store. We kept telling people we weren’t sure about when 
we would reopen, and that we weren’t selling Earth Art gift cards right now. one of  our 
best customers, Susan, said to Tim, “if  you are even thinking of  closing, i am leaving 
and getting a hundred people to paint pottery in your store right now, to show you how 
wrong you are!” Susan’s house burned down last summer, and now the flood—if  she 
was staying i guess we were. So we became a huge hit at the gift card drive. Then the 
recreation center reached out to us. Their programs and facilities were all demolished 
and they asked us if  we would consider running an arts and craft program on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays in our store. We figured it might pay some bills, thinking maybe twenty 
kids would sign up. by the first session, we had over a hundred sign-ups. Parents were 
thanking us for offering an art program, anything in our store. People needed creative 
distractions, and we keep hearing it every day in various thank-yous!

how are your kids doinG?
 kids are so resilient. They have gone to three different schools and live in an 
apartment since Sandy, and very rarely complain. i hope i grow up one day to be just 
like my kids! elizabeth is 11 and thomas is 8. they are very independent, creative, and 
terrific artists.

whaT did you Find mosT helpFul?
 hmm, that’s tough. When Tim and i finally went down to our local disaster center, 
everything was there from FEMA, SbA, even the irS. never thought i’d want to talk to 
them, but everyone walked us through the process with patience. i think the most help-
ful aspect has been how our community has changed. People want to help and figure 
out ways to get our city back to the Long beach we know and love.

 They say that every storm cloud has a silver lining and the good news with Sandy 
is the resilience of  the people of  the community. Michelle and Tim are very active with 
several different organizations in their area that are working for recovery. The ccSA 
has been doing what they can to get information out to our members with links on 
where, what, and how to donate. gare has offered to drop off  to the Long beach com-
munity any donated supplies they receive by February 15.
 Steve Prichett of  chesapeake ceramics has done a wonderful job of  networking 
with friends to help out the schools in Long beach. Steve approached Tim Thompson, 
the owner of  aKJ Books—a national educational wholesaler for schools, libraries, 
literacy programs, and book donation programs housed in the same building as chesa-
peake—about a partnership through which Chesapeake would provide a donation 
to AkJ books, which the schools could use to buy books. After speaking directly with 
the school’s representative, Tim also offered to donate books to help get the schools 
started. needless to say, the schools were thrilled! chesapeake ceramics has also 
offered to help out with ceramic supplies they might need once they are back up and 
running. (apparently it is who you know.)
 The ccSA will continue to keep us updated on ways you can get involved and help 
with the recovery effort. To start helping right now, donations can be made through the 
Long reach Foundation, one of  several local organizations that have been helping the 
town from the beginning (www.longreachfoundation.org/). there is also a website you 
can visit to find out how to help the schools (www.lbeach.org/resources/long_beach_
donations). e

cRAckiNG UNdeR The PRessURe?
why stress is so harmful—and what you can do to manage it 

by garrett A. Foster, 
Coach2Wellness and picasso’s paint your own pottery, Lake Worth, Florida

 What is stress? and how is it affecting your health—and your bottom line? 
Stress is the physical and emotional way in which we respond to pressure—and as 
studio owners we certainly face a lot of  it. 
 Who hasn’t had their favorite client’s highly detailed piece shiver in the kiln, 
just hours before they’re due to pick it up? or had to meet with an ad rep just as a 
huge shipment arrives, and your studio assistant isn’t there to deal with a birthday 
party that’s about to begin? Talk about stress!
 Wearing so many hats—owner, chief  marketing person, head of  Hr, bill 
payer, and even copy maker, just to name a few—not to mention also having to 
juggle the responsibilities of  home and a personal life, can make even the most 
centered and organized studio owner feel the harmful affects of  stress. before we 
explore some simple and effective ways to better deal with stress, let’s talk about 
how stress may be hurting your health and business.
 The next time you’re experiencing a real moment of  stress, make a conscious 
decision to take note of  what’s happening with your body and how you feel. 
Your breathing has likely become very shallow and rapid. Your shoulders may be 
bunched up around your ears. Your stomach probably feels like it is in knots.
 The physical siGns oF sTress and anxieTy, many oF which can 
oFTen Feel like a hearT aTTack, include: pounding or racing heart, 
difficulty breathing, severe headache, increased perspiration, abdominal pain or 
pressure, muscle pain and cramping, and weight gain.
 The menTal maniFesTaTions oF sTress include: irritability, fatigue, 
depression, inability to focus.
 obviously, when you are experiencing these kinds of symptoms you are not going to 
be at the top of your game in any area of your life, especially your business. Think about 
the example of your client’s work of art that shivered. The way you handle stress can be 
a huge determining factor in how the situation ends. You could get all worked up about it, 
exacerbating the stress you already feel, until you wind up snapping at your assistant and 
breaking another piece as you take it out of the kiln. or you can try one of these tips:
         c breathe, to whatever count you need. Deep, rhythmic breathing 
relieves the body and mind of  stress by helping to slow you down, balancing the 
two hemispheres of  the brain, and creating a sense of  peace and well-being. it 
will even help to soften the knots in your neck and shoulders.
 c use visualization. imagine how your body and mind will feel if  you could 
respond to the situation from a place of  peace.
 c Move more. Physical activity that gets your heart pumping releases 
endorphins in the brain, helping you to better cope with stress. Try yoga, or riding 
a bike, or whatever else is going to feel like “play” to you.
 c Meditate. Taking even five minutes a day to settle into a quiet space, 
close your eyes, and focus on your breath can do wonders toward minimizing the 
effects of  stress.
 c Find a buddy. it’s important to have people in your life who aren’t afraid 
to let you know when you’re sweating the small stuff—and to talk you off  the 
ledge. ccSA chatter can be a great source of  support.
 c Fuel your body, and your mind. if  you’re skipping breakfast and not eat-
ing several small meals every two or three hours, try it. not only will you find that 
you lose weight, but the steady stream of  nutrients will keep you alert, focused, 
and stress free. Don’t eat while multitasking, and try to savor each bite.
 c Take time for you. it’s easy to put off  your own needs when you are 
responsible for so many others. Whether it’s a 50-minute massage or curling up 
with a good book, pampering yourself  can do wonders for your stress level.
 c Paint. We all tell potential customers how relaxing painting pottery can 
be. And yet how many of  us find time to do it ourselves? Feeling stressed? Pull 
out your favorite brush and colors and just let go.
 c have a plan. We can’t always anticipate what stressors will arise, but 
having a plan in place to deal with them can go a long way in how you will react.
 c hire a coach. An experienced coach can help you identify what stresses you, 
determine where you might be out of balance in your life, and work with you to come 
up with a plan that is divided into manageable baby steps. Most important, a coach will 
hold you accountable in how you deal with your stress and other aspects of your life.
 Learning to manage your stress will not only yield many health benefits, 
including lower blood pressure, decreased chance of  heart disease and diabetes, 
and fewer aches and pains, it will also help your business. You will be happier, 
calmer, and more in control. You will be nicer to your employees. customers will 
want to be around you more. vendors will find it easier to deal with you. You will pay 
your bills on time and deal with other studio tasks in stride.
 And it all starts with a single baby step. What are you waiting for? e
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MeeT yOUR
sUPPlieRs
michael harbridge from 
royal & langnickel brush manufacturing
and Jolene simkins of creations unlimited

what is the one thing that studio owners 
could do to help build a good business rela-
tionship with you?
michael: We sell our products through distributors 
in the ceramic market, so we don’t always have the 
relationship with the studio owner. however, we’ve 
had the pleasure of  attending nearly every conven-
tion and look forward to helping answer questions 
and aid in the selection process with studio owners. 
Even though the product sales all go through the 
distributors, we are still here to educate and help 
out. our best relationships are made with happy 
customers telling others about our products.
Jolene: honesty and good ethics are primary 
in building a good relationship with us. We try to 
practice those traits at all times and expect them 
from customers.

what items that you carry are your favorites 
and why?
michael: big kid’s choice brushes have colorful 
acrylic handles with rubber grippers so children 
know where to properly hold the brush, and they are 
all color coded by brush style. These brushes were 
well thought through and hold up to tons of  abuse. 
our special process of  attaching the bristles makes 
it nearly impossible to lose bristles. Aqualon brushes 
are also a favorite because they were the original 
brush line designed specifically to fit the needs of  
this market and they hold up to years of  use.
Jolene: i have no strong favorite. i like it all and 
could be considered a pottery junkie—i want to 
paint everything!

what do you think sets apart from your 
competition?
michael: We have such a wide range of  products 
and can offer brushes and tools at nearly any price 
point, so studios can buy items that will last for 
years or materials to get them through until they can 
budget for a better grade.
Jolene: how quickly we ship or deliver orders is the 
area most frequently commented about by studio 
owners. Also, we have a very low rate of  loss/break-
age on shipped orders because of  our extra efforts 
to repack product if  needed.

what is one tip for studio owners to build 
their business or profitability?
michael: it’s easy to put off  replacing brushes. 
however, your customers can’t paint nice creations 
if  they don’t have the proper tools. You need to 
budget brushes into your plan. Many studios also of-
fer brushes and brush sets for retail sale and make 
a profit on them.
Jolene: To build the business, look for niche 
markets and develop programs around those mar-
kets. Do not limit yourself  to one market, such as 
children. build marketing around multiple markets, 
for example, the red hat Society, business groups, 
church groups, and other adult markets along with 
youth groups. As for profitability, pay close attention 
to costs, including small ones that don’t seem like 
much but will add up. e

 i have almost 1000 followers, and have found cre-
ative ways to get more every day! i offer specials and 
coupons, i let my followers know what’s going on in my 
studio, and i get them in my door! it’s so quick, and easy, 
and i do it all from my phone!
 The name game: use an easy-to-spell and 
easy-to-remember twitter name to start your account. 
nothing is crazier than trying to twitter about a business 
(someone about you or you 
about someone) when you can’t 
find their name! Mine was simple: 
@madplatter. in Twitter, that little 
@ in front of  your name is like a 
stamp on an envelope. it sends 
a message out to you. it lets you 
know that someone is talking 
about or to you. Fill out the section about your info; we 
talk about being a studio and big believers in local busi-
ness. This will come in handy later on.
 Let’s find some friends! This is the easy part. 
Where do you live and play? i started with the city i live 
in: @columbiaSc. This just happens to be the who, what, 
where, and when of  what is going on in my city. i also 
have a major university in my neighborhood: @uofSc. 
i love all things local business, so i searched out all of  
my local business associations on google. (e.g., search 
“Five Points Association” on Twitter and you will find 
their twitter name). Within an hour i had a core group 
of  people i wanted to follow. Some important people 
were the heads of  rotary groups, local bloggers, local 
columnists for state and nightlife papers, and the big 
ones—fellow business owners.
 So you’re here. don’t just stand there—mingle! 
once you start following people, you have to start talking. 
you can’t just stand in a room and not talk. (When you 
follow someone, they are notified, so yikes—they know 
you are out there!) your chat wall will now start to post 
what people are talking about throughout the day. You 
should too—just random things. post pictures of awe-
some pottery. have an interesting customer in the shop? 
Ask if  you can post their picture on Twitter and mention 
how cool they are. if  someone you know says something 
fun, respond! Say you agree, or wouldn’t it be great if  that 
crazy office came and relaxed by painting with you.
 #Famouslyhot! a hashtag (#) in front of  a word 
means that a statement or comment is following a trend. 
our city’s slogan is “Famously Hot!” (because on a good 
day we can be hotter than, well, you know). When they 
post about something, they say at the end #famous-
lyhot. We picked up on this slogan and every once in a 
while will post “@madplatter we’re #famouslyhot and 
our kilns are too @columbiasc.” So now anyone search-
ing #famouslyhot or @columbiasc posts that day will 
find us. Even better, the city will retweet us to all of  their 
followers that day! Woo-hoo, free press! This tweet was 
so popular it became a T-shirt.
 create your own catch phrase. #Shoplocal. i say it 
all the time about my hometown. i talk about the stores 

i love and the places i frequent. i am proud of  my fellow 
business owners. it took a while, but i have suddenly 
seen more and more people using my hashtag. Did i 
create it? i like to think so, but heck, there are a million 
people on twitter every second. Someone probably 
thought of  it before me, but i like to call it my own! i use 
it when talking about my store, my friends’ stores, and 
my community. i like to keep us involved.

 how did you find me? i make 
sure my constant contact emails 
display the Twitter button and 
my newsletter posts on Twitter 
as well. i also make sure that 
print ads have the Twitter logo 
as well. My staff  likes to talk on 
Twitter, so that helps too. but 

where else do people hear about you? by talking. You 
need to talk in your shop about Twitter. i saw the other 
day that someone had painted a plate with the Twitter 
logo and their name! brilliant. That will catch someone’s 
eye. nothing like your local newscaster talking on Twit-
ter about a great day she had painting in your studio 
because she heard your staff  say they follow her on 
Twitter!
 unexpected joy. remember the #shoplocal bit? 
Well, i follow food trucks, because: a) i love food, and b) 
they are great local business peeps. i started up a Twitter 
conversation with one and invited them to come to my 
studio on Wednesday afternoons. Why? Lunch, of course! 
but also because it brought me all of  their followers! They 
would tweet that they were going to be in my parking 
lot for lunch. i would retweet and say come eat inside 
(remember, we’re #famouslyhot!). they would retweet 
how great it was and so on. Little did i know that a food-
truck-versus-the-city war would start. Suddenly i had news 
crews and newspapers coming to the studio asking about 
my support of local business. it was awesome and free! i 
made a lot of good friends during that time. All because of  
twitter—and some really good BBQ.
 Where’s the time? Twitter takes just a few seconds 
to post—that’s the best part about it. no long market-
ing plans. no screens to choose. Just shout out your joy. 
i have a Twitter app on my iPhone and iPad to update 
Twitter at any time. i can be at the All Locals Market, 
see an awesome customer, and tweet about being there 
and seeing them (@alllocalmkt with @theknightco for 
breakfast great to see xyz! great summer camper.). the 
@theknightco is my husband’s company and i talk about 
being with him a lot so people will know to associate us 
in business. i can also be in the store and tweet some-
thing super quick about a sale.
 What if  no one follows me? Seriously? i will follow 
you, and talk about you. Trust me. be sure and tell your 
customers to tweet you too!
 Any regrets? not one. i am addicted. i have been 
tweeted and retweeted by Anthony bourdain, Jose 
andreas, and art Smith. i am waiting on pink—but that’s 
a whole other story. e

tweet, tweet Anyone?
MARkeTiNG TiPs

by Margaret nevill, The Mad Platter, columbia, South carolina

Hhave you ever wanted to do marketing on Twitter? Ever questioned how you can make it 
work? if  you’ve ever wondered how businesses, including studios, have been successful 
on Twitter and at getting followers, i have some tips for you.

 NO lONG MARkeTiNG 
PlANs. NO scReeNs

 TO chOOse. JUsT shOUT 
OUT yOUR JOy.



www.chesapeakeceramics.com
https://www.facebook.com/chesapeakeceramics
https://pinterest.com/chesceramics/


tooLs: Beyond 
tHe BAsiCs

TRicks OF The TRAde

by Denise callen, Playful Potter, Sparks, nevada

WWhen thinking of tools that are really important in our studios, we all 
think of the obvious like kilns and dremels. Yet there is a world of tools 
beyond the basics that many studio owners couldn’t live without.

wheN 
childReN
cAN’T Be 
childReN
by Amarilys barnett, Painted by u, birmingham, Alabama

 When i first got into this business eleven years ago, i would never have an-
ticipated how stressful painting pottery could be for some people. i’m not a Type-A 
person so the concept of  perfectionism and extreme control over how your item 
turned out was not even on my radar. boy, that changed quickly! What surprised 
me even more was the level of  stress that parents placed on their children to 
come up with something “presentable.”
 barely a week into becoming the new owner of  my studio, the grandmother 
from, well, you know where, came to visit. She brought along her precious 
grandchildren ranging in age from about five to ten years old. They selected their 
items and grandma and grandpa were to sit and watch them paint. The youngest 
boy selected a football that he painted brown with all the skills a little five-year-old 
artist can be expected to have. it became apparent that those skills were simply 
not good enough for grandma because she picked up the bank in front of  the little 
boy and all of  the other customers, brought it over to me, and not so subtly (read: 
loudly!) asked me, “Can you make this look good?”
 All the while, the oldest granddaughter was not any closer to pleasing this 
woman. grandma was annoying the entire studio and i could tell that she was 
also embarrassing her husband. Finally, the granddaughter had enough and in a 
voice loud enough for everyone to hear told her very directly, “if  you want to paint 
something so badly, pick your own piece to paint!” i thought i could hear angels 
singing as a collective sigh of  relief  filled the studio, as well as the satisfaction of  
seeing the grandmother embarrassed by her own behavior. She didn’t bother the 
kids again.
 i learned that day that it’s important to advocate for little artists. if  a parent 
is too intrusive, i try to distract or intentionally yet nicely go against what the 
parent has said and praise the child’s work. on occasion, i might even offer them 
their own inexpensive item to paint in an effort to keep the child’s spirit from being 
broken.
 i will never forget another instance of  a parent being sorely disappointed in 
the result of  their young child’s attempt at a christmas ornament. As a guide, the 
child used one of  our samples that had been painted by a very talented employee 
with a fine arts degree. The mother could simply not understand why her four-
year-old’s work didn’t turn out the same. What!? it’s at that point you realize 
you’re not dealing with a rational person and just hope for the best for that child’s 
future.
 Since those experiences, i’ve seen many, many more, but one thing has 
changed for me. i am now a mother too and can almost understand the rationale 
these parents might have for their behavior. While i have never once told my 
daughter how to hold a brush or what color to use, i can see the temptation. how-
ever, given the bird’s-eye view we get as studio owners, when a parent is overly 
involved in a simple painting project (it’s a 3-inch ceramic puppy dog, for heaven’s 
sake!) i would never want to do the same. it’s heartbreaking to see when a child 
is turned off  to creativity because the result is not perfect.
 here’s a beautiful reminder of  why we do what we do. As the story goes, a 
child was in preschool and was given a sheet of  paper on which to draw a picture. 
he had a blast coloring and came up with something indecipherable. The teacher 
came around and was very dissatisfied and told him the picture was ugly and was 
unrecognizable. The child was so hurt, sad, and embarrassed that he didn’t color 
anything again for the rest of  the year.
 The next year, he went into kindergarten and was again given a sheet of  
paper on which to color and draw. Sure enough, he didn’t do a thing and left it 
blank. This time, the teacher came around and picked up the paper and said, “My 
goodness! What a beautiful drawing of  snow!”
 That is the kind of  person i want to be. What experiences have you had with 
helicopter and not-so-nice parents and how did you handle it? i want to know. 
Send me a paragraph or two (email to amarilys@paintedbyu.com) so we can all 
learn from one another. e

 proJecTor and sTand: The ease of  using a projector can open a world of  
opportunities in your studio. The once tedious process of  printing a design onto ncr 
paper in the correct size for your piece, tracing, and then painting can be a thing of  
the past. Designs can be easily transferred from computer printouts, books, wedding 
invitations, and much more. (think of  the possibilities with online clipart!) once you 
place your design in the projector, it can be resized, moved, and even painted directly 
under the projector. create custom work in minutes, trace designs on foam for displays, 
or even use it to paint your name and logo on your wall!
 The world of  projectors can be overwhelming. Artograph carries a wide variety 
of  projectors, from a basic tracer for around $45 up to amazing prism projectors that 
can go into the thousands. Determine if  you are going to allow customers to use it or if  
it will be your little secret used only by staff. one drawback with many projectors is the 
need for a darkened space to be able to see the design. With so many options, you are 
sure to find a projector that will be perfect for your studio. once you have settled on a 
model, do some serious online searching to find a great deal. Places like overstock.
com and amazon.com carry them, as well as dickBlick (who offers a CCSa discount!) 
and michaels (great use for that 50% off  coupon!).
 slab rollers: We all know that clay is an inexpensive material to work with and you 
don’t have to have wheels to make the most of it. a slab roller can easily transform a $25 
bag into hundreds of dollars in sales of impressions, plaques, ornaments, and classes. Turn 
quiet studio times into production time for staff to create items to sell during peak seasons. 
Working with clay also gives you the option to create pieces that are exclusive to your studio 
and made in your hometown—both pluses when selling to our customers.
 if  you thought there were a lot of  projector options, be prepared for as many 
choices with slab rollers too. brent, bailey, and northstar are a few brands to check 
out. Many studios prefer the portable or tabletop slab rollers for ease of  use and stor-
age, but slab rollers can also come with tables for more heavy-duty full-time use. be 
sure to check out craigslist and ebay for used models.
 cricuT: This wonderful little machine can cut perfect designs in moments for 
stickers, wall and window decoration, and so much more. cut on the fly for customers 
in the studio or have precut options ready to go to assist customers in achieving a 
professional look with very little effort. Whether you cut for no charge or upsell your 
options, customers will want to come back over and over again when they see the fabu-
lous results they can achieve. 
 This is another tool that is worth deal searching for. Many online retailers offer 
discounts and packages with cartridges for less. check out ebay for used machines 
too. eBay is also a source for the coveted Sure Cuts a Lot 2, which allows you to cut 
designs without a specific cartridge.
 drill press: When it comes to drilling holes, nothing does it faster, cleaner, or 
easier than a drill press. This tabletop drill can be found at your local hardware store 
or on eBay for a really cheap deal. pair it with a masonry drill bit for around $3 and you 
can easily drill through plates to create clocks, drill tiles to make plaques, and even drill 
glass with a diamond bit.
 sTrip and circle cuTTer For Glass: cutters Mate and beetle bits systems 
have many options for strip and circle cutters. Precut chips and strips are great, but 
you can easily and more affordably create your own from sheet glass with a strip cutter. 
create perfect, straight scores from a sheet of  glass in moments. With a strip cutter you 
can also easily create your own square bases in any size you desire, from pendants 
to platters. by having exact measurements, it makes cutting down and pricing dichroic 
and specialty glass a breeze.
 Anyone who has ever tried to cut a perfect circle with a pistol-grip or pencil-grip cut-
ter can tell you that it is no simple task. And once you’ve used a circle cutter you’ll never 
go back! While it looks intimidating at first, most come with excellent directions, and there 
are also many instructional videos on YouTube.
 make it a goal in 2013 to add tools to your studio to make things easier and more profit-
able. The goal is always to work smarter, not harder, and these tools are sure to help! e
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characTerisTics oF earThenware clay
 it is low-fired clay in shades of  red, orange, gray, or white, depending on the 
mineral content. White earthenware is the most common in the PYoP market.
	 it is porous (absorbs moisture).
	 it is not recommended for use in the oven or dishwasher due to its porous nature.
	 Earthenware bisque intended for dinnerware needs to be completely covered with 
glaze because any exposed bisque will absorb moisture from food, washing, and so on.
	 Stilts are required when glaze firing to prevent the glaze from adhering to the kiln 
shelf  during the firing process. Earthenware bisque should not be dry footed.
	 earthenware bisque typically matures at cones 04 or 03 (temperature range 
of  approximately 1940–2014°F (1060–1101°C). mayco recommends a two-cone 
difference for the glaze firing at 06 to 05 (temperature range of  1830–1915°F or 
999–1046°C) using low-fire glazes designed to mature at that temperature range.

whaT This means To you
 Earthenware is porous and absorbs moisture from beverages, food, or washing. There-
fore, for earthenware clay to be suitable for use with food, it must be completely covered with 
glaze to seal the bisque. Any exposed bisque will absorb moisture, such as in areas where 
stilts may have pulled off glaze, glaze was underapplied, or chips or cracks exist.
 because earthenware will absorb moisture, placing such items in a dishwasher 
in not recommended due to overexposure to water. As the ware absorbs moisture, the 
body will expand, causing the glaze to craze or the ware to crack. And with Murphy’s 
Law it will be at the worst time. but then, when is there a good time for a dish to fail?
 All bisque is also vulnerable to thermal shock, which is an abrupt change of  
temperature to the ware. Some causes are placing the ware in a dishwasher or pouring 
very hot liquid into a cold earthenware item. in simple terms, the bisque and glaze is 
going from cool to hot, cool to hot, causing it to expand and contract rapidly. This can 
put stress on the ware and result in failure. Also, if  the ware has been run through 
a dishwasher, moisture may remain in the bisque. Then if  the piece is placed in a 
microwave, this will create steam and may cause the piece to fail—and definitely not in 
a pretty way.

how To ensure success
 Proper firing of  dinnerware-safe glazes is critical. “Dinnerware safe” and “food 
safe” refer to the finished, fired surface of  the glaze. once fired according to the 
instructions on the product label, the fired surface may be used in contact with food 
or beverage. once the piece has been fired to bisque status (normally cones 04–03), 
glaze can be applied and the piece refired to cones 06–05. glaze creates a glass 
surface over the ware, sealing it so that water does not migrate through the piece.
 next—and i cannot say this enough—use shelf  cones on the kiln shelves to 
insure that the pieces are fired hot enough. Always fire in accordance with manufac-
turer’s instructions. do not fire fast–medium to slow or the glaze will not properly 
mature. The first question asked during technical support is “What do the shelf  cones 
or witness cones look like?” if  you are not using cones, you cannot guarantee that the 
glaze is fired properly or to maturity.
 crazed or underfired glazes may not be suitable for dinnerware use. While 
nontoxic glazes will not leach dangerous compounds such as heavy metals, the cracks 
create a surface that is not hygienic and may harbor bacteria.

how To educaTe The cusTomer
 This is a touchy issue, since many, many customers have successfully decorated 
earthenware mugs, drunk their coffee from them each day, and put them in the dish-
washer repeatedly—which would appear to contradict the information above. the ware 
may be extraordinarily durable, the customer very lucky, or more likely the body has 
failed but the user does not recognize this.
 Discreet but noticeable signage saying, “not recommended for the microware 
or dishwasher,” proximate to the dinnerware bisque will alert the customer and give 
you and your staff  the opportunity to discuss. Depending on the circumstances, you 
can either educate the consumer to the “whys” or simply say that due to the time and 
expense of  design, the work should be preserved. Either way, the customer will be 
impressed with your knowledge and concern over their work.
 Also place signage saying, “Your creations are precious. Please use the same 
care as you would with your grandmother’s fine china and hand wash.” or include a 
note with the customers’ work saying, “You spent time creating this treasure, so treat it 
like fine china and hand wash. The memory will last longer.” e

Here’s the dirt 
on earthenware Clay

POTTeRy PRiNcess

by Teddy Wright, Mayco Studio Program coordinator and Pottery Princess

EEarthenware is the most commonly found clay in nature and is the most used to make tiles, bricks, and most pottery products found 
across the globe. often called biscuit or bisque, earthenware clay has been used all over the world for more than 9,000 years. the 
majority of  clay used in the PYoP market is earthenware.
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Wedgwood to Welcome 2013 
CCsA international event

iNTeRNATiONAl News

by Alison Morgan, international Development Director

Pparticipating in a CCSa event to be held at Wedgwood — in the heart of  the english countryside — could be a once-in-a-lifetime op-
portunity, so we are sure that you will not want to miss out. Full details of  the event are yet to be finalised, but here is some information 
about this fabulous venue to whet your appetite!

The celeBRATed 
wedGwOOd NAMe is 
syNONyMOUs wiTh 

qUAliTy POTTeRy

 This most esteemed pottery manufacturer is known as ‘The Father of  English 
Potters’. nearly everyone will be familiar with his best known innovation, Jasperware, 
a type of  unglazed pottery, often blue with fine cameo figures applied in white clay. 
These popular products can be found in homes around the world, and pottery made 
by the great Josiah Wedgwood has long been favoured by collectors on both sides of  
the Atlantic. The celebrated Wedgwood name is synonymous with quality pottery and 
the company’s illustrious history and rich heritage lives on, not only in the high-class 
ceramics items still produced today, but also in the facilities 
offered to visitors who travel from all over the world for an 
unrivalled ceramic experience.
 Set in the heart of  the Staffordshire countryside (roughly 
150 miles/240 kilometres northwest of  London), the Wedg-
wood factory and visitor centre are situated in the midst of  
240 glorious acres. the company has owned this estate since 
the 1930s, when Wedgwood relocated from the etruria site 
it had occupied just a few miles away in Stoke-on-Trent since 
the eighteenth century. The approach is past green fields and a series of  lakes and 
bridges, and the factory is cleverly situated to be out of  sight until it is almost reached.
 our regional event will be held adjoining the Wedgwood Museum, a stunning 
contemporary building that chronicles the life of  Josiah Wedgwood. not only was he 
a master potter but also a pioneering scientist, artist, and engineer, as well as great 

social and environmental reformer. Attendees will 
be welcome to tour this award-winning museum, 
which houses fascinating documents, an outstand-
ing display of  the world’s finest Wedgwood pieces, 
and much more. ceramics enthusiasts can stay for 
an hour or a day, and you can even create your 
own electronic portrait medallion. here is mine 

from a previous visit.
           Also included at 
the regional will be a tour 
of  the Wedgwood factory. 
Special arrangements 
have been made for small 
groups to be taken in turn to the manufacturing area. Each 
group will be accompanied by a guide and the tour will give a 
rare insight into the processes that go into creating Wedgwood 

products. Since factory tours are usually only made available to visitors paying to visit 
the full site, this will be a very special bonus for the ccSA. i for one am definitely looking 
forward to the tour!
 october is a perfect time to do some early christmas shopping, and what better 
place than the Wedgwood retail store? here you can shop in style, in a relaxed atmo-

sphere, selecting gifts from the Wedgwood 
group of  products, including Waterford crystal, 
royal Doulton, and royal Albert. And if  that’s 
not enough, the spectacular 8,000-square-
foot factory outlet is a recent addition where 
there are incredible offers on all the brands. 
here, all the product is displayed on equipment 
formerly used in the factory, so you can learn 
about the equipment and procedures used 
within the factory environment while picking up 
a few bargains. A worldwide delivery service is 
offered too, so there is no need to worry about 
carrying purchases home.
 The Wedgwood restaurant and Tea 
room won the ‘Taste of  Staffordshire good 
Food awards 2012’. i can personally vouch 
for this superb self-service restaurant, and 
television antiques expert Eric knowles told me 
recently that this is his restaurant of  choice 
when travelling, due to the consistent high 
quality. All of  the food is cooked freshly on site 
by a team of  talented chefs who use fresh, 
local produce wherever possible, and the 
setting is relaxed and airy. Whether your choice 
is a hot meal, a snack, or afternoon tea with 

our regional event will be held adjoining the 
Wedgwood Museum, a stunning contemporary 
building that chronicles the life of  Josiah 
Wedgwood.
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freshly baked cakes and pastries, everything is served on Wedgwood fine bone china, 
of  course!
 There is much more to see and do on site, such as the craft demonstration area 
and ‘have-a-go’ activities, and at the Personalisation Service, Wedgwood artists will 
create a unique piece from your design or photographs (for a fee, of  course).
 Several hotels are all located within easy travelling distance of  Wedgwood. The 
upper house is quite an up-market hotel set in its own grounds and is the closest 
to Wedgwood. The Premier inn at Trentham gardens offers quality consistent with 
the brand and is rather special, being situated on the former estate of  the Duke of  
Sutherland, now a tourist attraction in its own right. There are italianate gardens, a 
garden centre, and a retail village with over 60 individual shops, restaurants, and 
cafés housed in charming timber lodges bursting with inspirational gift ideas. Perfect 
for a little christmas shopping and as a bonus, the Premier inn offers early booking 
discounts, so why not stay a little longer to soak up more of  Stoke-on-Trent’s unique 
ceramic heritage with a visit to Moorcroft or maybe the contemporary studio at the 
famous Emma bridgewater factory.
 get in touch straight away to take advantage of  the early booking price and to 
guarantee your place at what promises to be a unique event. You can email me at 
alison@ccsaonline.com or if  you are in the uK, you can ring me on 07710 399752. e

Pottery made by the great Josiah Wedgwood has long been favoured by collectors on 
both sides of  the Atlantic.
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by Marcia roulard, Mayco

mayco bisque
 mB-1355 picture Frame Cup
 mB-1356 picture Frame plate

mayco color
 Fn009 Black
 SC-15 tuxedo
 SC-46 rawhide
 SC-86 old Lace
 SC-87 ruby Slippers
 Sc-88 Tu Tu Tango

Begin with properly fired shelf  cone 04 bisque. moisten a clean sponge and 
wipe bisque to remove any dust.

using the #2 soft fan, apply 3 coats of old Lace to the area inside the frame of the cup and the tray.
using the #6 script liner, shade around the edges of the frame over the old Lace with rawhide. 
Allow to dry.
 

With a pencil and clay carbon paper, trace the design onto the tray. using the #6 script liner and the #10/0 liner, pull 
in the veins and the flowers on the tray with Tuxedo. before the Tuxedo dries, use the small end of a stylus to sgraffito 
the thin lines into the leaves and flowers.

With a pencil and clay carbon paper, trace the Victorian lady onto the cup. using the #10/0 liner, paint in the lines with 
tuxedo. using the #6 script liner, apply 3 coats of ruby Slippers to the background of the mug, and 3 coats of tu tu 
Tango to the tray border.

apply 1 coat of tuxedo to the flourishes around the frame, and while the black is still damp, sgraffito the lines in the 
detail of  the flourishes. The Tu Tu Tango should come through on the tray, and the old Lace on the mug.
 

using the #6 script liner, apply 1 coat of  
Tuxedo to the border edge trims on the tray.

using the #4 soft fan, 
apply 2–3 coats 
of black 
Foundations 
(Fn-009) to the 

   back of the 
   tray and to 
   the handle 
   and inside of  
    the mug. 
    Allow to dry.

Stilt and fire to 
shelf  cone 06. e

ornate Cup 
and tray

addiTional maTerials
 Synthetic sponge
 #6 script liner brush
 #10/0 liner brush
 #2 soft fan brush
 #4 soft fan brush
 Stylus or similar pointed tool
 Pencil
 clay carbon paper
 Project pattern

STEP
1

STEP
2

STEP
3

STEP
4

STEP
5

STEP
6

STEP
7

STEP
8
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2011 South Town East Blvd.,
Mesquite, Texas 75149-1122
800-876-4328 / 972-288-7557
Toll Free Fax 888-222-6450
www.paragonweb.com
info@paragonweb.com

The Paragon Dragon
contemporary studio kiln

Ad for CCSA Today, 5-12

Dragon
24” wide x 27” high

X 24”deep
4” of insulation in walls,

door, and roof;
4 ½” insulation in the floor

TUV tested to
CSA and UL

standards

Easy to Load
Studio owners who struggle bending

into top-loading kilns will enjoy the ease
of Paragon’s front-loading Dragon. The
door swings open wide on a heavy steel
rod with sealed bearings. Two spring-
loaded latches press the door tightly
closed.

Great Value
The Paragon Dragon is the best value

in cost per cubic foot of front-loading
kilns. You can buy as many options as
your budget allows—door elements, three
zone control, or S-type thermocouple.
Even select a shorter stand. Or buy the ba-
sic model. For industrial strength front-
loaders, the Dragon offers the highest
value for the dollar.

Plenty of Power
The Dragon exudes power. It fires to

cone 10 with ample power to spare. This
results in long element life, because the el-
ements do not “struggle” to reach high

temperatures. Long lasting, industrial
mercury relays power the elements.

The convenience of the Sentry digital
controller on the Dragon will spoil you.
The extra insulation saves energy.

Paragon is centrally located in the U.S.
along a major shipping route, which re-
duces the shipping cost and delivery time
of your Dragon.

For more information on Paragon’s
front-loading Dragon, call 800-876-4328
or send email for a free, colorful catalog.
Visit www.paragonweb.com for complete
specifications and the name of your local
Paragon dealer. Sign up for the free Kiln

Pointers newsletter.

www.paragonweb.com
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Glass
 clear base
 transparent or opaque glass in 4 colors
 multicolored frit (mix of leftover frit from other projects)
 ThinFire shelf  paper
 Scrap clear glass
 glass cutter and breaker

oTher maTerials
 Pencil
 gel-type school glue
 old paintbrush
 Paper towel
 Black glassline paint (optional)
 4-inch bisque tile
 nightlight kit

sTudio prep:
c	Cut a clear glass base 3 inches square.
c	Cut 1-inch strips from each of the 4 colors of glass. Create two 
 different size rectangles, then cut them on the diagonal into 
 triangles. (See cutting diagram.)
 Bottom part of kite: 1 x 13/4 inches; top part of kite: 1 x 3/4 inch
c	if  you have small colored pieces left over, nip them down into 
 small triangles for the bow on the tail.
c	nip the clear scrap into small triangles.
c	Cut shelf  paper into 4-inch squares.

using a pencil, trace the 3-inch glass base onto a 
4-inch piece of shelf  paper. remove the glass from 
the paper. on the ThinFire paper, apply a coat of gel 
glue with the paintbrush, within the pencil lines.

Apply a heavy coat of frit to the glued area, then 
immediately dump the excess off  onto a paper towel. 
Place the ThinFire paper with the glued frit onto the 
4-inch bisque tile. this will allow for easy loading into 
the kiln later. Set this aside for now.

Assemble the kite on the clear glass and glue in place. 
if  desired, add small bits of colored glass for the bow 
on the tail and use glassline paint to draw the tail string. 
allow to dry (place in the sun or on top of a warm kiln to 
dry quickly).

cover the remaining areas with the nipped pieces of clear glass. 
glue in place. Place kite square on top of the frit-covered paper. 
Load the entire tile into the kiln. Fire to TAck fuse 
(1340–1350 degrees). glue on the nightlight kit. e

Kite nightlight by Denise christmas-gibson, 
instructor, Amazing glass Designs/bisque imports

Tthis is a fun project for kids and teens (okay, actually i loved making it too!). add this to your spring break or summer camp project line 
up! Precut the kite pieces for easy assembly for workshops or walk-ins.

STEP
1

STEP
2

STEP
3

STEP
4
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supplies
 16x20-inch primed wrapped canvas
 Easel
 #12 bright brush
 #12 round brush
 #3 round brush
 #10 flat brush
 6/0 liner brush
 Palette
 acrylic colors of choice (We used white, cobalt blue, bright yellow green, yellow,   
  medium green, red, deep violet, light pink, light purple, and light blue. You  
  can mix colors to get lighter versions if  necessary.)

For the sky area (the top two-thirds of the canvas), apply a mix of white 
and a small amount of cobalt blue and blend to suit with the #12 bright. 
brushstrokes should be visible; do not over blend the colors. Don’t forget 
to paint the sides of the canvas.

clean the brush, then paint a mixture of white and bright yellow green over 
the bottom third of the canvas in the same manner as for the sky. Without 
cleaning the brush, dip the tip in medium green and paint with bold sweep-
ing strokes. Wait for the background to dry.

using the #12 bright, basecoat the background area of the flowers with 
one coat of white, following along the direction of the petals. For the lily, 
work in opposite directions: top, bottom, upper right, bottom left, and so 
on, until you have six petals. if  necessary, twist the brush to help bring it 
to a point as you pull up at the end of the stroke.

Cherry Blossom: using the #3 round and slightly watered down light pink, 
draw three lines on each petal, from the center to about 1/2 inch from the 
end, with a press and lift motion. blend the lines together at the center. 
using the same brush with yellow, dab in water and draw out a v shape 
with two lines from the center out. Dip a liner into watered-down red, then 

start at center and pull out five lines about 1 inch long, no further than the yellow lines. 
using dark violet, place a small perpendicular oval at the tip of the red lines (it’ll look like 
a croquet mallet).

pansy: For top two petals, use double-load the #12 bright with light blue 
and light purple (blue on one edge of the brush, purple on the other). 
With the light blue on the outside, sweep the brush along the petal cover-
ing the white in a closed arch. clean the brush. For the middle petals, load 
brush with white and tip with light purple (the purple will be on the out-

side). using a sweeping “C” brushstroke, cover the white areas on the left, then reverse 
and do the same for the right petal. For the bottom two petals, load with white and tip 
with yellow. With the yellow on the inside, use a “W” stroke. For the center petals, load a 
#3 round with slightly watered down yellow and do three press-and-pull strokes from the 
center. using a liner brush, load with dark purple and make three thin lines coming out 
from the center on each side. Do the same for the bottom petal making six lines.

Lily: use the #10 flat brush with white, and corner-load with red. Starting 
at a petal center (with red to the center), draw the brush out to the tip. 
Turn the brush over and, starting at the center again with red to the cen-

Live, Laugh, Love 
Canvas painting by charlotte Mortensen, 

A Pigment of  Your imagination, 
Lawton, oklahoma

ter, draw the brush out to the tip. Slightly blend the center red color. using the liner brush 
with red, paint a center line through the petal. in the center of the lily, paint a white star 
design. Allow to dry. Tip the liner in deep violet and put small dots of color along the right 
and left sides of the pink section. Then tip the liner in red and put small dots on the white 
section. using light green, do a push-and-pull stroke from the center, covering the white 
center star area. rinse the brush. using light green and the liner, draw three stamens 
about 3–4 inches long. For the anther (on top of the stamen), load the liner to the ferrule 
with yellow and place it sideways atop the stamen. With slightly watered down dark purple, 
draw 3 stripes of dark purple on the yellow and blend slightly.

Words: using the liner and a watered-down color of choice, paint the 
words. Accent the words with a thin line of contrasting color. Sign your 
masterpiece and enjoy! e

STEP
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SSpring is in the air, and what better way to celebrate it than to paint 
a delightful “Live, Laugh, Love” canvas with vibrant spring colors? 
Feel free to substitute different brushes, colors, and canvas sizes, 
as suitable for your studio. Jazz it up or down as you desire. The 
flowers can be painted in any order you wish and placed in any 
position that is pleasing to you.
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mother’s day and 
father’s day ideas by Tracy Schultz, ceramics For You, 

Antioch and gurnee, illinois

Hhere are a couple of  ideas to get your Mother’s and Father’s Day projects going. The tie plate is slightly more involved, great for teens 
and adults, although youngsters may be able to help with some of  the tie patterning.

tied up in 
Love 
pLAtter
plaTTer
 gare #3043 or similar

colors
 off-white
 blue
 colors of  choice for ties
 black

Sponge 3 coats of  off-white (i used gare 2383) over the platter.

Square off  the corners, paint the squares blue (i used gare 2354), and outline 
them in black.

Trace the pattern onto tissue paper and transfer to the plate with a watercolor 
marker.

paint the ties in various patterns and colors. (the blue tie is patterned with 
mayco’s houndstooth stamp and painted with gare 2337 and 2354.) Kids can 
design their own ties for dad, and can personalize them by adding their names 
or some of  Dad’s characteristics, such as fun, kind, good at sports, and so on. 

    using black, add outlines and writing. use the edge of  a sponge to make a 
    small black border.

Clear glaze and fire to cone 06.
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purse fuLL 
of Love 
pLAte
plaTe
 gare #3055 or similar

colors
 Pale purple
 Darker purple
 black
 White

Sponge 2–3 coats of  pale purple (i used gare 2311) over the plate.

Trace the pattern onto tissue paper and transfer to the plate with a water-
color marker. use a compass to make an even border around the edge: With 
the needle part against the plate rim, set the pencil to whatever width you’d 
like the border. As you move the needle around the rim, the pencil will trace 

        out an even border. (thanks to the Cates gals for this tip.)

paint 3 coats of  darker purple (i used gare 2375) on the bow and 3 coats 
of  black on the purse and border.

add white dots to the bow and border. (i mixed regular white glaze 1:1 with 
French dimensions to create a bit of  texture.) add writing in black.

 Clear glaze and fire to cone 06. e



www.gare.com
www.Facebook.com/GareInc
www.YouTube.com/GareInc
www.Twitter.com/GareInc
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maTerials
 Low-fire red earthenware
 Slab roller or rolling pin and wooden slats
 Wooden skewers
 Plastic or metal forks
 vinegar
 Drinking straws
 colors of choice
 brushes
 Writer bottle (optional)
 clear glaze

Prior to class, slab out needed runs of clay to approximately 1/4 inch thick 
and cut into 6x4-inch rectangles. (this can easily be done a day or two 
before class, as long as you cover them with moist cloths and plastic to 
prevent drying out.) With clay in front of each child, offer a simple counting 

lesson as you demonstrate how to indent 7 fingerprints into the clay slab, 6 for the body 
and number 7 for the head. Show the little ones how to roll small balls of clay and place 
them into the seven indents. (the indents keep the little balls of clay from rolling all over 
the table and onto the floor!)

Demonstrate how to score, using a wooden skewer. This is an interac-
tive Mommy-and-Me moment, so be sure to include Mom in this process. 
brush a little vinegar on both sides and have them press the balls into the 
indents. using a fork, press lines to form a frame around the rectangle. 

Smooth off  any rough edges.

With a plastic straw, punch two holes for hanging. choose your colors, and 
remember that not all caterpillars need to be green. heavily glob color on 
the caterpillar body and head. 

use a writer bottle or small paint brush to add eyes, legs, and antenna. 
once completely dry, clear glaze the front of the plaque only and dry again.

Stilt and kiln fire to a witness cone 05/06. e
For questions on this or any other kid-friendly clay project, contact Judi at info@itsy-
ourspottery.com or 402-330-3470.

Let’s play in Clay! by Judi L novotny, 
it’s Yours Pottery, 
omaha, nebraska

TThe concept of  Mommy and Me read-and-paint events continues to be a super-popular activity in the paint-your-own pottery industry. 
it’s a great program: reading a fun book with toddlers, followed by having them paint some pottery that relates to the book. This project 
steps it up a notch by using clay (what little one doesn’t like to play in clay?), along with a little math lesson. We have sparked many a 
Mommy interest by adding a lesson or two along the way, whether it is a simple academic bit of  knowledge or teaching about giving and 
kindness. Since this project utilizes Eric carle’s The very hungry caterpillar, it’s perfect for spring!

stepping up your mommy and me Hour: 
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recipe courtesy of  gare, inc. 

bisque
 #5066 8-inch square tile
 #7105 Large round box
 #8182 Ladybug Bisquie (10)

color
 FS-2314 Black Lab
 FS-2341 Kermit
 FS-2373 Key Lime pie
 FS-2392 rockin’ red
 FS-2315 What-a-yolk

oTher maTerials
 #8 soft fan brush
 #6 round brush
 #10 round brush
 Fun Writer bottle filled with black Lab
 rubber comb decorator tool
 3-inch-tall stilt 

direcTions

using the #10 round brush, apply 3 coats of Key Lime pie to the entire 
outside of the box and the top and sides of the 8-inch tile.

using the soft fan brush, apply 1 heavy coat of Kermit across the top of the 
tile. use the rubber comb tool to rake across the top to reveal some of the 
Key Lime pie beneath the Kermit. (note: the combing must be done while 
the kermit is still wet, which is why you need a heavy coat, applied rather 
quickly.) repeat the application and combing process with the box lid and 

then the bottom of the box. Paint the inside of the box with key Lime Pie.

When the tile is dry, use the Fun Writer bottle filled with black Lab to make 
your tic-tac-toe design. You might want to lightly pencil it in before you apply 
the black so you have something to follow. it’s easier to make the lines wavy 
so you don’t have to worry about how straight they are, plus it looks cute. 

each section is about 21/2 inches.

apply 3 heavy coats of rockin’ red to 5 of the ladybugs and 3 coats of  
What-a-yolk to the other 5 ladybugs. use the #6 round brush with Black 
Lab to paint the ladybug’s spots and head area. Apply a line of black Lab 
down the center of the ladybug’s back.

tic-tac-toe 
game 
Board 
& Box

Clear glaze all pieces and fire to cone 06. use the box to store all the 
ladybug pieces.

noTe abouT sTilTinG and FirinG:
 the 3-inch-tall stilt is recommended because it works very well for box covers, 
canister covers, large platters, and the like. You can fire everything separately and epoxy 
the tile to the top of the box lid afterward, or (as shown in the photo) you can fire the lid 
to the tile as follows. after the pieces are dipped, put the 3-inch stilt on the kiln shelf, put 
the box cover on the stilt, and center the tile on the box cover so the cover and the tile fire 
together. Fire the bottom of the box and all the ladybugs separately. e
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 Wooden stamps make it very easy to create an artistic impression. The material 
to make them is readily available at home improvement stores, and the stamps can 
then become a useful addition to your studio because they are inexpensive and suitable 
for people of  all abilities. Most of  this design is done with a small rectangular stamp 
and a small triangular stamp. (if  you’d rather not make wooden stamps, you can cut 
stamps from potatoes, but of  course those won’t be reusable.)this process lends itself  
best to flat items, but it can also be used on hollow ware—just practice on something 
flat first and you’ll soon get a feel for the technique. The result is a wonderfully impres-
sionistic interpretation of  spring blossoms that will bring out the van gogh in anyone!

bisque
 rectangular platter (gare 3022 or similar)

underGlaze
 rich dark colour for background (duncan Concepts Cn513 deep Berry or similar)
 White; red and yellow for details

wooden sTamps
 Wooden beading, decorative moulding, and/or wooden dowels
 Saw
 Fine sandpaper (optional)
 clear glaze

oTher maTerials
 Fine-tipped water-based marker, or clay carbon paper and pattern
 pencil with good eraser (optional)

First, make the stamps. Keep them small—no bigger than about 1/2 
inch (1cm). Simple cross-sectional shapes work best: square, round, 
triangular, rectangular, heart, D-shaped, or similar. use a good saw to 
cut the dowels or moulding into 2-inch (5cm) lengths (this size is most 
comfortable to hold). make sure that the surfaces of  the wood to be 

used for stamping are flat. if  absolutely necessary, sand very lightly after cutting.

Apply two flowing coats of  the dark colour to the front of  the bisque and 
allow to dry thoroughly.

Draw the branches freehand onto the background with the marker. The 
position of  the blossom is suggested as a guide only; it is not necessary 
to draw each flower prior to applying the white.

Squeeze a small amount of  white onto a flat palette, such as a tile. 
Practice using the stamps by dipping them into the white and testing on a 
piece of  paper, or ideally on a piece of  unwanted bisque. Don’t have too 
much colour on the stamp, and don’t be alarmed if  the stamped shape is 
not a perfect replica of  the shape of  the stamp, or if  the colour is not completely even. 
The colour will probably spread a little and may be uneven, which will add to the natural 
character of  your blossom.

When you are happy with your practice piece, start with the branches on 
the actual piece. using the white and a rectangular stamp, repeatedly 
stamp the rectangle end to end to create the length of  each branch, as 
shown. Each branch should have some angular bends to make it look 
natural.

For the flowers, use a triangular stamp pointing toward the centre of  
the flower. Each flower has five petals, which can overlap. Positioning is 
important: begin with some blossoms concentrated close to where the 
branches start at the left and add more randomly along the branches. 
A small group at the end of  a branch works well too. Make some partly 
open buds by using just two or three triangles, and some smaller buds with just one 
triangle. Add a few very small buds here and there with a small round stamp, then add 
some fine twigs. (i used the edge of  an old credit card cut to suit.)

When the white is dry, emphasise the centre of  each flower and the 
base of  each bud in red with a small round stamp, such as the eraser 
end of  a pencil. Allow to dry, then, using the end of  a fine paintbrush or 
something similar, add tiny yellow dots to represent the stamens. Allow 
to dry.

8. apply clear glaze and fire to cone 06. e

you Can “Blossom” too! by Alison Morgan, 
international Development Director
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